Get ahead of your peers using **Software & platforms** used by **86%** of Fortune 500 companies

**Balance Theories & Hands-on Applications**

---

**ERP 5110**

ERP Design & Implementation

*9:30 – 10:45 Tu Th*

Prerequisites: ERP2110 or Permission

---

**ERP 5210**

Dashboards, Scorecards, & Data Visualization

*1:00 – 1:50 MWF*

Prerequisites: ERP2110 or (preceded or accompanied by ERP 5110)

---

**ERP 5240**

Enterprise App Development & Software Security

*4:00 – 6:30 Th*

Prerequisites: Programming knowledge and (ERP2110 or (preceded or accompanied by ERP 5110))

---

**ERP 6120**

ERP System Configuration & Integration

*4:00 – 6:30 W*

Prerequisites: ERP5110

---

**IST/ERP 6444**

Essential of Data Warehouse

*2:00 – 3:15 Tu Th*

Prerequisites: IST 1750, IST 3423, relational database experience or permission

---

Contact **erp@mst.edu** for questions or to obtain a registration code number!